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Abstract
Bank supervisors can compel banks to limit their risk by means of formal enforcement actions. We
document that US bank supervisors appear to have a bias when issuing formal enforcement actions: Very
large bank holding companies are less likely, controlling for their financial condition, to receive formal
enforcement actions than smaller companies. At the same time, they are not less risky, conditionally on
observables, than smaller bank holding companies.
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Bank supervision entails both monitoring banks and compelling them to take corrective actions if they
follow unsafe or unsound practices or do not comply with regulations. The main tool that supervisors have
to compel banks to change their practices is the issuance of enforcement actions (EAs hereafter), which
direct banks to take, or prevent them from taking, certain actions specified by the supervisor. For example,
an EA may prompt a bank to increase its capital level or its allowance for loan and lease losses, or it may
prevent a bank from paying out dividends, acquiring other institutions, or using certain forms of funding.
In this article, we investigate whether US federal bank supervisors’ propensity to initiate formal EAs
is different for the largest banks. We focus on the role of bank size for two reasons. First, a differential
treatment of large banks in the supervisory process may limit or exacerbate the impact of too-big-to-fail
guarantees and, thus, affect both bank risk taking incentives and the cost of financial crises. Second, the
benefits and costs of intervention, both for society and for supervisors, are likely to be different for large
banks.
The main benefit of an EA is the reduction in the expected costs of bank insolvency that the corrective
measures imposed by supervisors may achieve. These expected costs include the costs of the funds used
to pay insured deposits—or bail out the bank, if it is rescued—the social costs of the losses imposed on
depositors, debtholders and shareholders, and the value of the soft information about borrowers that may be
lost if the bank fails. Moreover, the failure of a bank may have spill-over effects, potentially leading to runs
on other financial institutions and to widespread instability in the financial sector. Since all the above costs
are likely to be much greater for the largest banks, the benefits of intervention are likely to be substantially
greater for these banks as well.
The expected costs of intervention are also likely to be different for the largest banks. First, the costs
of drafting effective EAs and monitoring banks’ compliance with those EAs may be greater for the largest
banks, since these banks are generally much more complex than smaller banks. Second, the information
conveyed by a public EA may facilitate market discipline, which, in turn, may reduce the probability of bank
failure. However, that same information may also have negative spill-over effects and contribute to financial
instability if investors infer from the EA that other banks may also be in trouble. The potential for this
kind of contagion and its magnitude is likely to be greater for larger banks. Finally, since large banks are
generally more complex, supervisors are likely to face greater uncertainty about the need for intervening
large banks and the form that such intervention should take. Whether greater uncertainty should increase
or decrease supervisors’ propensity to intervene is, however, not clear a priori, since the effect of uncertainty
will depend on the relative costs of intervening a sound bank versus not intervening an unsound one.
Beyond the societal costs of intervention, bank supervisors might also face private costs if they initiate
an EA against a bank. Such costs may have the form of a reduced probability of lucrative employment in the
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banking sector or of promotion within the supervisory agency, if the supervisors’ superiors prefer a quiet life
or can be influenced by the intervened banks. The potential for this kind of capture is likely to be greater
in the case of the largest banks.
To investigate the possibility that supervisors are less likely to issue EAs against very large banks,
we collect the formal EAs (which supervisors have to publicly disclose) issued against listed bank holding
companies with more than $500 million in assets and their bank subsidiaries in the period 2007–2010. We
analyze the text of these enforcement actions to determine which ones are related to bank risk, as opposed to
those related to compliance with specific bank regulations—such as the Bank Secrecy Act or the Community
Reinvestment Act. We then estimate the relation between bank holding company size and the probability
that a risk-related formal enforcement action is issued against the bank holding company or its subsidiaries
and find that the very large bank holding companies (those in the top size decile in our sample) are less
likely to receive an enforcement action, controlling for different variables that capture bank risk and proxy
for supervisors’ bank ratings, which are supposed to determine the issuance of enforcement actions.
Very large banks are highly complex institutions and their activities, operations, and management may
differ substantially from those of banks of smaller size. Therefore, a possible explanation for our results is that
very large institutions are less likely to receive formal enforcement actions because they are less risky than
smaller banks, conditional on the variables that we use to measure banks’ financial condition. To investigate
this possibility we identify the bank holding companies that fail during the financial crisis. We consider that
a company fails if it is either closed by supervisors or acquired by other financial institutions with supervisors’
intervention and support. We show that, in contrast to the case of enforcement actions, very large financial
institutions are not significantly less likely to fail during the crisis than large, yet relatively smaller, ones. To
further investigate the possibility that bank risk is related to our control variables in a different way for the
very large banks, we estimate the impact of bank size on the probability of receiving an enforcement action
in two steps. In the first step, we regress the probability of failure on a set of control variables, allowing
the coefficients to be different for the very large banks. In the second step, we estimate the probability of
receiving an enforcement action as a function of bank size and the predicted failure probabilities. Allowing
for the possibility that risk is related to the control variables differently for the very large banks does not
affect the results.
We also explore the potential impact of alternative forms of intervention, both public and non-public.
Bank supervisors and the U.S. Treasury launched numerous assistance programs during the crisis. Some
of these programs were targeted specifically at the very large institutions (such as the Supervisory Capital
Assessment Program, known as the “stress test”, or the Targeted Investment Program aimed at Citigroup and
Bank of America) or may have benefitted or constrained large institutions to a greater extent. Although we
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cannot rule out that the participation of the very large banks in the stress tests could partly explain our results
(because of the perfect correlation between size and participation in the Supervisory Capital Assessment
Program), we do not find strong support for the possibility that the differential treatment of large banks is
due to these alternative forms of intervention. Moreover, we document that formal enforcement actions and
these alternative forms of intervention are very different, so, to the extent that there is substitution between
different forms of intervention, the substitution takes place between forms of intervention that are not close
substitutes.
To evaluate whether the use of informal (and, thus, non-public) enforcement actions or other forms of
intervention may explain our results, we investigate banks’ dividend reductions as noisy signals of supervisory
intervention, since prior research documents banks’ reluctance to cut dividends in the absence of supervisory
pressure. We find that large banks are less likely to eliminate dividends, but not significantly less likely to
reduce dividends. We interpret our results as suggesting that supervisory intervention, formal or informal,
is either less likely or requires less drastic action in the case of large banks.
This paper contributes to several debates related to banking regulation and supervision. First, we explore
whether there is another dimension of regulatory forbearance in bank supervision, not considered in previous
literature, namely the reluctance to issue enforcement actions against very large institutions. Therefore, the
paper is related to the broader literature on regulatory forbearance and, more specifically, on too-big-to-fail
policies. Several articles in this literature have documented the value of being perceived as too-big-to-fail
(see, e.g., O’hara and Shaw, 1990; Kane, 2000; Penas and Unal, 2004; Morgan and Stiroh, 2005; Rime,
2005). Our paper provides another another reason for the existence of a TBTF premium beyond the implicit
government guarantee in case of likely insolvency.
The paper also contributes to the literature that studies the optimal disclosure of supervisory information
to markets. In particular, there has been a long debate as to whether supervisors should disclose the results of
on-site examinations of regulated banks (see, e.g., Jordan et al., 1999; Prescott, 2008). A supervisor’s decision
whether to issue a formal enforcement action against a bank is, as we describe in detail in Section 2, tightly
related to the confidential results of on-site bank examinations performed by the supervisor. By issuing
an enforcement action, a supervisor, thus, reveals part of the confidential information obtained through
on-site inspections. Therefore, whether supervisors’ concerns about the potential contagion effects of formal
enforcement actions are justified depends on the extent to which on-site examinations provide information
that is, otherwise, not available to market participants. Slovin et al. (1999a) and Jordan et al. (2000) show
that banks experience negative abnormal returns upon the announcement of enforcement actions. However,
Jordan et al. (1999) find that the disclosure of enforcement actions in the midst of the Savings and Loans crisis
did not cause bank runs or otherwise had any destabilizing effect. Berger and Davies (1998) and Deyoung
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et al. (2001) show that bank examinations produce information not already incorporated in security prices,
although Cole and Gunther (1998) and Berger et al. (2000) find that this information degrades in a few
months. The recent financial crisis has revived this debate, especially in relation to the disclosure of the
results of the stress-tests performed during the crisis (Goldstein and Sapra, 2014).
Our paper is closely related to the paper by Lambert (2015), who reports that lobbying banks are less
likely to be subject to severe EAs. It is also related to the literature on the effects of EAs (see e.g., Delis
et al., 2015 and Danisewicz et al., 2014 for recent contributions to this literature).

1

Data

We analyze the EAs issued against commercial banks and bank holding companies (BHCs) by the US federal
supervisors during the financial crisis of 2007–2010. To date the crisis, we follow the time-lines provided by
the Federal Reserve Bank of New York (which dates the beginning of the “financial turmoil” in June 2007)1
and the Federal Reserve Bank of Saint Louis (which dates the beginning of the financial crisis in February
2007).2 Therefore, our sample period extends from January 2007 to December 2010.
We obtain our sample of banking companies from the CRSP-FRB LINK data set, provided by the Federal
Reserve Bank of New York. The CRSP-FRB LINK data set contains all listed domestic commercial banks
and BHCs identified as such by the Federal Reserve staff.3 From this data set, we keep only those firms
that are active in the period from December 2006 to December 2010 and that we can identify as top holders,
that is, firms not controlled by any other regulated institution.4 Finally, we exclude firms with gaps in
the quarterly reported data in the sample period and firms with missing total assets as of December 2006.
This procedure results in a sample of 389 listed top holders. Although the CRSP-FRB LINK data set also
contains stand-alone commercial banks and other entities, our sample of top holders is comprised entirely of
BHCs.
In the US, banking firms are very often organized as holding companies, in which one or several commercial
banks are controlled by a BHC. Very frequently, the BHC controls just a single commercial bank, but BHCs
can control several commercial banks and even non-depository financial institutions—especially in the case
of BHCs with the status of Financial Holding Company (FHC). BHCs can also control other BHCs, which, in
turn, control commercial banks. Since supervisors can issue EAs against top holders or against any of their
1 http://www.ny.frb.org/research/global_economy/Crisis_Timeline.pdf

(last accessed on October 17, 2013).
(last accessed on October 17, 2013).
3 More precisely, the data set contains the regulatory identification number (RSSD 9001) and CRSP’s permanent company
number (PERMCO) of all commercial banks and BHCs filing regulatory reports that the Federal Reserve staff are able to
match with a PERMCO. We retrieve the data set on 11/6/14 from http://www.newyorkfed.org/research/banking_research/
datasets.html. See the online appendix for further details about the sample selection procedure.
4 To identify top holders we use the Bank Holding Company Structure and Geographical variables data set, retrieved from
WRDS / Bank regulatory / General / Bank Holding Companies.
2 http://timeline.stlouisfed.org/index.cfm?p=timeline
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regulated subsidiaries (either subsidiary BHCs or commercial banks), we identify the regulated subsidiaries
of our sample of top holders from regulatory filings.5 Therefore, in addition to our sample of top holders, we
construct a matched sample of top holders and their subsidiary BHCs and commercial banks. This matched
sample contains, as of December 2006, 389 top holders, and 59 BHCs and 864 commercial banks that are
direct or indirect subsidiaries of those top holders. Finally, we obtain quarterly accounting data (and other
regulatory data) from forms FR Y-9C (for BHCs) and call reports (for commercial banks), which we retrieve
from WRDS’ bank regulatory files.
Most (91%) of the top holders have a single layer structure with no BHC subsidiaries, but 6% of the
top holders have one BHC as a subsidiary, and 3% have two or more BHC subsidiaries. On average, top
holders have 2.2 commercial bank subsidiaries, but the distribution is skewed: 70% of top holders have
only one commercial bank subsidiary, 13% have two banking subsidiaries, and only 10% of the sample have
five or more banking subsidiaries (see Table 2). The top holders with the largest number of commercial
bank subsidiaries are Bank of America (46) and Synovus (50). In Table 3, we describe the magnitude of
commercial banks in relation to their top holders. On average, a commercial bank in our sample represents
44% of the total assets of its top holder. However, this average conceals different distributions for different
kinds of top holders. Commercial banks that are the single banking subsidiary of a top holder (column 2 of
Panel A) represent on average 98% of the total assets of their parent company. However, if we focus on the
commercial banks controlled by the largest 10% of top holders, each bank represents on average 15% of the
total assets of the top holder. This is consistent with larger top holders having, on average, a larger number
of commercial bank subsidiaries. In Panel B of table 3, we describe the relative importance of the overall
banking activity for each top holder. The table shows that commercial banks represent, on average, 98% of
the top holders’ total assets. Even among the largest top holders, commercial banks account for most of the
top holders’ assets. Thus, in column (3) we report that commercial banks constitute an average of 94% of
the largest top holders’ assets. In only two top holders in the sample (one of them in the group of the 10%
largest top holders), commercial banks represent less than 10% of the top holder’s assets.
We remark that our sample of top holders includes only domestic, listed BHCs that file the quarterly
regulatory report FR Y-9C (which is, generally, filed only by BHCs with consolidated assets of at least
$500M). Therefore, our sample does not include very small or privately owned BHCs. Moreover, although
our sample contains the largest US BHCs, some very large institutions are not in our sample. In particular,
large foreign financial institutions with operations in the US (such as BBVA, ABN Amro, or subsidiaries of
Deutsche Bank) are excluded from the sample. Moreover, investment banks (such as Lehman Brothers, Bear
5 We match our top holders with their subsidiaries using the Commercial banks data set of firms filing CALL reports, retrieved
from WRDS /Bank Regulatory / Commercial Banks / RCON series / Select RSSD variables (Structure and Geographical Data),
and the Bank Holding Company Structure and Geographical variables data set.
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Stearns, or Merrill Lynch) and insurance companies (such as AIG) that are not part of a BHC and savings
and loans holding companies (such as Washington Mutual) are not in our sample either. Finally, our sample
does not include state sponsored institutions, such as Fannie or Freddie. In Table 1, we report the largest
40 top holders in our sample.
Despite the fact that our sample does not contain very small BHCs, its size distribution is highly skewed,
as one can see in Figure 1. As of December 2006, the minimum size in our sample is 243 million dollars, the
median is 1.6 billion dollars, and the maximum size (corresponding to Citigroup) is 1.9 trillion dollars. The
largest 10% of banks and, especially, the largest 5%, are significantly larger than the rest.

2

Enforcement Actions

Bank supervisors can direct the behavior of commercial banks and BHCs by means of EAs.6 Supervisors
may issue an EA against a bank if they observe either an apparent violation of laws or regulations or
evidence of unsound or unsafe practices or a deteriorating financial condition.7 EAs generally follow an
on-site examination by the supervisory agencies, although they can be initiated at any time. As a result of
an on-site examination of a commercial bank, the supervisor rates the adequacy of the institution’s capital
(C), asset quality (A), management (M), earnings (E), liquidity (L) and sensitivity to market risk (S) on a
scale from 1 to 5. Those ratings are combined to form the composite CAMELS rating, which ranges from
1 (best) to 5 (worst). A similar procedure is applied to BHCs, leading to a rating known as the RFI/C(D).
These ratings are strictly confidential. The supervisor’s decision to issue an enforcement action against the
bank is generally associated with the level or evolution of the CAMELS composite rating or any of the
component ratings. Thus, supervisors’ examination manuals describe banks with composite ratings of 1
or 2 as generally sound and not requiring any supervisory action, banks with a composite rating of 3 as
requiring additional supervisory attention and generally informal or formal enforcement actions to correct
the weaknesses or deficiencies that gave rise to the relatively negative rating, and banks with a composite
rating of 4 or 5 as problem institutions with unsound or unsafe practices or condition, which warrant a
formal enforcement action by their supervisor, unless specific circumstances argue strongly to the contrary.
There are several types of enforcement actions, which differ in their severity, enforceability, and public6 A more detailed description of EAs can be found in the Federal Deposit Insurance Deposit Act, especially sections 8 and
38, the FDIC rules and regulations, and the examination manuals of the federal bank regulators (Board of Governors of the
Federal Reserve System, 2015; Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, 2015; Office of the Comptroller of the Currency, 2007).
7 The notion of unsound or unsafe practices is quite general. The Federal Reserve’s examination manual states that “An
unsafe or unsound practice is defined as any action that is contrary to generally accepted standards of prudent operation, the
possible consequences of which, if continued, would be abnormal risk or loss or damage to an institution, its shareholders, or
the agencies administering the insurance fund.” (Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, 2015, Section 5040.1, p.
1). The FDIC’s examination manual provides a non-exhaustive list of practices and conditions deemed to be unsafe or unsound
(Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, 2015, Section 15.1).
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ity. However, the different enforcement actions can be categorized into two groups: informal and formal
enforcement actions. Informal enforcement actions are written agreements whereby the supervisor obtains
the commitment of the bank’s board of directors to implement corrective measures. Informal enforcement
actions differ in their scope (for example, simple commitment letters aim to correct minor problems, board
resolutions incorporate several commitments, and memoranda of understanding may be highly structured
and contain a wide range of corrective measures), but they are characterized by the facts that they are not
legally enforceable and that the supervisory agencies are not required to make them public, and, indeed,
generally keep them confidential.8 Formal enforcement actions, in contrast, are legally enforceable (so that
if the bank violates the terms of the action, the supervisor can apply to a court for enforcement of the
action), and have to be made public by the supervisory agencies. Moreover, supervisors have the right to
assess civil money penalties for violations of formal enforcement actions and to remove from its position or
prohibit permanently from the banking industry those individuals who willingly and dishonestly violated the
enforcement action. Of the different kinds of formal enforcement actions, some require the bank to take certain corrective actions. The most common formal enforcement actions of this sort are (in increasing order of
severity): written agreements, which are issued with the consent and agreement of the bank; cease-and-desist
orders, which are usually issued with the bank’s consent, but may be imposed on the bank after a formal
process that the bank can appeal (and temporary cease-and-desist orders can be made effective immediately,
although the bank may appeal the order); and Prompt Corrective Action (PCA) directives, which, under the
PCA framework, supervisors must issue against banks that are less than well capitalized.9 In addition to
these formal enforcement actions, which request firms or individuals to abstain from certain practices or take
corrective actions, bank supervisors also have the power to issue formal actions that penalize banks or bank
officials (or other affiliated parties) in different ways: civil money penalties (CMP) assess fines for various
types of infractions (non-compliance with other formal enforcement actions being one of them); removal and
prohibition actions remove bank officials from their positions and prohibit that they be associated with a
regulated banking institution; termination of membership in the Federal Reserve System actions cancel the
membership in the Federal Reserve System of state banks with that status (“state member” banks); temporary suspension or termination of deposit insurance actions suspend or terminate deposit insurance and
amount to the closure of the bank if the termination is made effective; finally, the most severe enforcement
actions place the bank in conservatorship or receivership. It is important to note that supervisors often
8 In the case of publicly traded banks, securities regulations may require the bank to disclose the informal enforcement action
if it is considered material, but there is room for discretion regarding disclosure and the form and timing of such disclosure.
9 There are other kinds of enforcement actions, such as consent orders, capital directives, or safety and soundness orders. Of
special interest are 4(m) agreements, which the Federal Reserve should initiate against Financial Holding Companies with a
depository institution subsidiary that fails to remain well managed or capitalized. This action is named after section 4(m) of
the Bank Holding Company Act. Despite being a formal action, the Federal Reserve does not disclose publicly 4(m) agreements
to avoid disclosing the institution’s management rating.
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apply EAs gradually, using first informal EAs and turning to formal EAs of increasing severity if the less
severe EAs do not produce satisfactory results.
Beyond their form and severity, enforcement actions differ in the problems they try to resolve and
the corrective actions that they require banks to take. Thus, there are enforcement actions that may be
labeled compliance EAs, which are issued because of non-compliance with anti-money laundering regulations
(generally contained in the Bank Secrecy Act), consumer protection laws and regulations (mainly in the form
of violations of section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act), or specific regulations, such as the Home
Mortgage Disclosure Act or the Flood Disaster Protection Act. There are, however, other EAs, which
we label risk-related EAs, that are motivated by the perception by supervisors that a bank or holding
company’s state or policies place it at a significant risk of insolvency and require corrective actions aimed at
decreasing that risk. Typically, these EAs are issued because of concerns about the different components of
the CAMELS rating: insufficient capital levels, poor asset quality, ineffective risk management practices, low
earnings or liquidity, or excessive sensitivity to market risks. Risk-related EAs may require banks to draft
and implement capital plans to improve their capital position, to reduce or eliminate dividend payments
and other distributions to conserve capital, to limit their concentration in certain types of credit (such
as commercial real estate loans), to improve their credit origination policies, to change their methods to
compute the Allowance for Loan and Lease Losses (ALLL) and provision this allowance adequately, to limit
certain forms of funding (such as brokered deposits), or to limit the bonuses or severance payments of the
bank’s executives.
In this article, we are interested in the potential impact of supervisors’ decisions on financial stability.
Therefore, we focus on federal supervisors’ decisions regarding risk-related EAs against banks or bank holding
companies.10 Although compliance EAs are undoubtedly of interest, they are less closely related to bank
risk and financial stability and may be less subject to supervisory discretion.11

2.1

Data on enforcement actions

Three federal supervisors have the ability to issue enforcement actions against commercial banks and BHCs:
the Federal Reserve Board (FRB), which supervises and can act against BHCs and state-member commercial
banks (i.e., state chartered banks that are members of the Federal Reserve System); the Office of the
Comptroller of the Currency (OCC), which supervises and can act against federally chartered banks (national
10 EAs can also be issued against individuals or, more generally, affiliated parties. However, these EAs are generally related
to the commission of fraud or non-compliance with fiduciary duties by particular individuals.
11 Moreover, whereas there exists a large literature on the determinants of bank risk, as well as different proxies for the
components of the CAMELS ratings (which underlie risk-related EAs), it appears much harder to control for the determinants
of compliance risk. As a result, if larger banks were less likely to receive compliance EAs, it would be harder to argue that the
difference is due to bank size rather than on, for example, the fact that larger banks have better compliance departments.
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banks); and the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC), which is the primary regulator of state nonmember banks, but can act against any insured bank.
To determine whether a top holder or a subsidiary receives a risk related enforcement action during the
financial crisis, we access the websites of the federal bank supervisors (FRB, FDIC, OCC) and build a data
set that contains all the institutional formal enforcement actions issued by these supervisors from January
2007 to December 2010. We match this data set of EAs by name with our sample of 389 top holders and
their subsidiaries. We are able to match a total of 367 actions with our sample (195 issued by the FDIC, 107
by the FRB and 65 by the OCC). Table 4 shows the breakdown of EAs in the sample by regulator and target
(top holder or subsidiary). Only the FRB can target BHCs but all three supervisors can target commercial
bank subsidiaries.
We download the text of each matched EA and classify it as risk-related or non-risk related. As described
in the previous section, formal EAs can be roughly classified in 4 categories: written agreements (WA), cease
and desist orders (CD), civil money penalties (CMP), and prompt corrective actions (PCA). Since PCAs are
always related to capital requirements, we automatically consider every PCA as risk related. To determine
whether other formal enforcement actions are issued due to risk, solvency, or soundness issues we read a
large number of enforcement actions to identify a set of keywords that may serve as a dictionary to identify
risk-related EAs. The selected keywords are capital plan, asset quality, ALLL, tier 1, severance, capital
adequacy, and dividend. We then parse the text of the EAs to search for any matches of the risk-related
keywords. In addition to all PCA directives, we classify as risk-related any enforcement action containing
at least one of the keywords. This process results into 217 risk related enforcement actions out of the 367
matched with our sample. As we report in Table 4, all but one of the EAs issued by the FED against a
top holder are classified as risk related. Only three CMPs (issued by the FED) are classified as risk related.
Panel A of Table 5 shows that 89% of all risk-related actions in the sample contain at least 2 keywords.
Among the 23 that are classified as risk-related based solely on one keyword, 11 (almost 48%) are PCAs,
which are risk related. Panel B of table 5 shows that the most common keyword across all the documents
analyzed is dividend, followed by Tier 1 and asset quality.
We define the variable EAit to be equal to one if top holder i or any of its subsidiaries receives one
or more risk-related EAs in quarter t, for t being any quarter in the period from 2007Q1 to 2010Q4. As
we describe in Section 1 (see Table 3), a large majority of top holders have a single bank subsidiary, which
accounts for more than 90% of the top holder’s assets. However, there is a significant minority of top holders,
especially among the largest banks, that have bank subsidiaries that represent a small fraction of the top
holder’s assets. To assess the importance of the enforcement actions issued against bank subsidiaries, we
define the variable EAweightit as the ratio of the sum of the total assets of the subsidiaries of top holder i
9

that receive a risk-related EA in quarter t over the consolidated total assets of top holder i in quarter t. If
the top holder i receives a risk-related EA, we let EAweightit = 1.

3

Enforcement Actions and Bank Size

As a first step to evaluating the relation between bank size and the incidence of enforcement actions, we
order the firms of the sample by size (measured by total assets as of December 2006) and divide the sample
into 10 size decile groups. In Figure 2, we display the number of top holders with EAit = 1 in at least one
quarter by size decile group. Of the 92 top holders that receive at least one risk-related EA (at the top
holder or subsidiary level) during the crisis period, only three firms are in the top size decile group (i.e., the
top 39 firms by total assets). Moreover, as Figure 3 shows, the difference between the top size decile group
and the remaining firms is especially acute for the top five percent: no firm in the top five percent by size
received an EA during the sample period. Figures 2 and 3 also suggest that the incidence of EAs is not
monotonically decreasing with size, with no clear pattern for deciles below the top one.
To investigate whether the absence of enforcement actions among the largest firms is due to the fact
that they may be perceived as less risky by their supervisors, we estimate a simple linear probability model
to predict the issuance of a risk-related formal enforcement action. In the model, we include as controls
variables that proxy for the different components of the supervisory ratings. More concretely, we estimate
the following model for our panel of top holders:

EAit = α + βsizei,2006Q4 + γxit−1 + ηt + it ,

(1)

where sizei,2006Q4 is a vector (possibly with just one component) of size measures (measured in December,
2006), x is a vector of controls, and ηt stands for quarterly dummies. In our baseline specification, the
controls are: a dummy that captures if EAit = 1 in any past quarter during the sample period; the capital
ratio (total equity capital/total assets), as a measure of capital level; the ratio of non-performing loans to
total assets, as a measure of asset quality; managerial efficiency (noninterest expenses / total assets), as an
inverse measure of management quality; ROA (defined as the ratio of operating income before depreciation
scaled by total assets at the beginning of the quarter) as a measure of earnings; cash ((cash and balances due
from depository institutions plus securities)/total assets) as a measure of asset liquidity; and core deposits
((total deposits − brokered deposits less than $100,000 with maturity 1 year or less − brokered deposits less
than $100,000 with maturity of more than 1 year − time deposits more than $100,000) / total assets), as
an inverse measure of the sensitivity of funding to market risk (since core deposits are considered the least
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volatile source of funding). All controls are lagged one quarter. We also include quarter dummies to control
for differences over time in supervisors’ propensity to initiate EAs or in sector-wide factors that may affect
bank riskiness conditional on controls. In some specifications, we also include lagged quarterly stock returns
to capture information that the supervisor may have obtained beyond the one conveyed by the accounting
measures considered. We also perform numerous robustness checks, in which we use different variables to
capture the supervisory ratings in addition to or replacing the ones in the baseline specification.
Table 6 shows the results of estimating equation 1 with different size measures. In the first three columns,
we provide results corresponding to a cross-sectional version of model 1. In this cross-sectional model, the
dependent variable is EA, a dummy equal to 1 if the top holder received at least one risk related enforcement
action during the crisis period (i.e., if EAit = 1 in at least one quarter), and all variables are measured in
December, 2006. In columns 1 and 2 we include size measured as Top 10 decile (Q4), a dummy equal to 1 if
the firm belongs to the top size decile group as of December, 2006. In column 3, we include dummies for all
size decile groups except the bottom one. Columns 4 to 7 display the results of estimating model 1 for the
panel of top holders in the period 2007-2010. The dependent variable in these specifications is EAit (which
is equal to 1 if top holder i or any of its subsidiaries received at least one risk-related EA in the quarter
t). In all cases, the probability of receiving an enforcement action is significantly lower, both statistically
and economically for banks in the top size decile group. To evaluate the magnitude of the coefficient for the
top size decile group, we note that the unconditional probability of receiving at least one risk-related EA
during the sample period is 0.236, a value almost identical to the estimated coefficient for the top size decile
group in the cross-sectional specifications. The specifications with size decile dummies show that the effect
of size is restricted to the top decile group: below the top size decile, size does not appear to be significantly
related to the initiation of formal enforcement actions. In unreported regressions, we included additional
proxies for asset quality or liquidity and different capital ratios with identical results. Therefore, the results
are in line with the unconditional results reported in Table 7: top holders in the top size decile group are
significantly less likely to receive an enforcement action during the financial crisis period. It is worth noting
that most controls have the expected signs and are statistically significant in at least some specifications.
However, two variables deserve particular attention. The first one is the dummy variable that captures
whether there is a prior EA during the crisis period. The coefficient for this variable is positive and sizeable,
which suggests that the control variables capture only part of the variation in the supervisors’ ratings, so
that, even conditioning on the controls, the fact that a firm has received an EA conveys information about its
riskiness. The other noteworthy coefficient is the one for cash: whereas the coefficient is negative (although
not significant) in the cross-sectional specification, it is positive and significant in the panel specification,
which suggests that either on their own initiative or because of informal supervisory action, firms at risk of
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being formally intervened may accumulate more liquid assets.

4

Bank Size and Bank Failure

The results in the previous section could be explained by larger banks being more diversified or better at
risk management, which would allow them to be less risky than smaller banks conditionally on the control
variables. Alternatively, the characteristics of large banks’ activities may imply that their solvency is related
in a different way to the control variables, which may bias the estimation of the coefficient for the top decile
dummy. To address these issues we construct a dummy variable, Failed, that captures whether a firm fails
during the period from 2007 to 2010, and use this variable to evaluate the possibility that the negative
relation between being in the top size decile group and the probability of receiving an EA is due to the fact
that the largest banks are less risky conditionally on observables.
Since many of the banks in our sample are likely to be systemically important, bank supervisors may
intervene to prevent outright failure. Therefore, if we defined bank failure narrowly to include only those
banks that are formally closed, we would run the risk of underestimating the riskiness of systemic institutions.
Instead, we define bank failure in a more encompassing way: We consider a top holder failed if it is delisted
and if there is strong evidence that the delisting is due to either outright failure or to the acquisition of the
top holder by another company, under the supervision and recommendation of regulators, to prevent the
firm’s insolvency. In the online appendix we describe in detail the procedure we use to classify a top holder
as failed.
Figure 7 reports the incidence of enforcement actions and bank failure by size decile group. The difference
between the two variables is stark: Whereas the fraction of firms receiving an enforcement action is much
lower for the top size decile group than for any other decile; only the bottom size decile has a higher fraction
of failed firms than the top size decile group (in which 14.3% of firms fail, compared to 7% for the full
sample). Therefore, it does not appear as if the largest banks were less likely to fail than smaller banks. To
investigate the relation between size and failure, we estimate an equation with the same regressors as in our
baseline model for EAit (equation (1)), but with F ailed as dependent variable:

F ailedit = α + βsizeit−1 + γxit−1 + it ,

(2)

The regression results, reported in 8, show that, conditional on predictors of bank failure, the very large
banks were not less likely to fail than smaller banks. In fact, the coefficient for the top size decile group
(as compared to the rest of top holders) is positive, albeit very small and not statistically significant at
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conventional levels. We note, however, that coefficients are estimated rather imprecisely, possibly due to the
small number of failure events.
To further investigate whether the relation between EAs and bank size is due to the fact that bank risk
is different, conditional on observables, for the very large banks we also estimate the impact of size on the
probability of receiving an enforcement action in two steps. In the first step, we estimate equation (2),
but allowing for the possibility that the very large banks have a different probability of failure conditional
on observables. Then, we obtain the predicted probabilities of failure, F\
ailedit , which we interpret as a
summary measure of banks’ solvency risk (akin to the composite CAMELS rating). In the second step, we
reestimate equation 1, replacing the set of control variables (except the quarter dummies) by this summary
measure of solvency risk:

EAit = α + βsizeit−1 + δ F\
ailedit + it ,

(3)

We present the results of this two-step estimation in column 3 of Table 8. Allowing for a different level of
risk conditional on observables for the very large banks does not alter the conclusions of Section 3: The
very large banks are significantly less likely to receive a formal enforcement action. We further allow the
coefficients of the failure regression to depend on bank size by separately estimating equation (2) for the
very large banks and the rest. As columns 4 to 6 display, this additional flexibility does not alter the results,
although, as above, we caution that the coefficients in the failure equations are estimated quite imprecisely.
It is worth highlighting that, conditionally on the control variables, the coefficient for the existence of a prior
EA is positive but close to zero for all but the largest firms, for which it is positive, larger in magnitude
and statistically significant at the 10% level. Assuming that, other things equal, EAs reduce the probability
of failure, these results suggest (as those in Table 6, discussed in Section 3) that, especially for the largest
firms, the control variables do not account for all the variation in risk, which is partly captured by prior
supervisory actions. They also suggest that the supervisors issue EAs to the largest firms only if they are
very risky (since the existence of an EA is more strongly associated with failure for the largest firms than
for the rest.)

5

Other Forms of Intervention

Supervisory agencies may be less prone to issue formal enforcement actions against the very large banks
because, for these banks, formal enforcement actions may be a less effective means to reduce the probability
of bank failure. This may be so because for different reasons. First, formal enforcement actions may take
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time to write and large banks may be able to legally challenge them. Second, the complexity of the very
large banks may make it too difficult to specify in writing the plan that the supervisor would like the bank to
follow. That complexity, together with the more continuous monitoring of large banks by supervisors, may
make informal enforcement actions, or, simply, persuasion, relatively more effective for large than for small
banks. Finally, and of especial relevance during the financial crisis, supervisory agencies or the government
may expect to reduce the probability of failure of large banks by other means. For example, regulators may
expect that they will provide more support to large banks (in the form, for example, of capital injections),
thus reducing their probability of failure. Moreover, the very support programs that large banks may benefit
from may also include constraints on the behavior of large banks that may act as substitutes of the formal
enforcement actions. Therefore, in this section, we evaluate the possibility that formal enforcement actions
may have been replaced by non-public, but otherwise similar, forms of intervention. We also investigate
the possibility that the different degree to which large banks benefitted from, and were constrained by, the
numerous support programs set up during the financial crisis may explain supervisors’ differential use of
formal enforcement actions.

5.1

Non-public Intervention and Dividends

The constraints imposed by participation in bank support programs are an alternative, yet nonetheless
public form of supervisory intervention. However, supervisors may also intervene banks in a non-public way
by means of persuasion (for example, through recommendations following on-site examinations), informal
enforcement actions, or even automatic provisions of the Prompt Corrective Action framework. Since these
non-public forms of intervention are not generally disclosed, it is not possible to estimate whether the lower
probability of intervention that we observe for large banks is due to a reduced level of supervisory intervention
or to the substitution of informal actions for public enforcement actions. To shed light on this question,
instead of estimating how banks size affects the probability of being subject to a public form of intervention,
in this section we estimate how bank size affects the probability of observing changes that can be considered
signals of supervisory intervention, regardless of the form or publicity of the intervention. In particular,
we propose, for the reasons that we provide below, that the suspension or drastic reduction of dividends
by a dividend-paying bank is a signal of supervisory intervention and estimate how the probability of such
dividend reductions is associated with bank size.
A established fact in corporate finance is that managers are reluctant to cut dividends.12 For example,
Brav et al. (2005) provide survey evidence that shows that managers consider maintaining the historic level
12 In their review of the literature on payout policy, Harry DeAngelo (2007) state that “this reluctance remains one of the
most firmly supported empirical regularities in corporate finance.” (p. 155).
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of dividends a (nearly) untouchable goal and that 94% of dividend-payers strongly or very strongly agree
that they try to avoid reducing dividends. The empirical evidence (see, e.g., the evidence summarized by
Harry DeAngelo, 2007) supports this claim. Further, this reluctance seems to be, if anything, stronger
in the case of banks. First, the asymmetric information between investors and management is arguably
larger in banks than in non-financial firms, so dividends may play a more prominent signaling role. Indeed,
Bessler and Nohel (1996) and Slovin et al. (1999b) document large negative abnormal returns associated
with dividend cuts and omissions, which tend to be larger than the ones documented for non-financial firms
in other studies. Further, as discussed by Acharya et al. (2011), banks are typically funded by short-term
debt. Therefore, the risk that a dividend cut is perceived as a negative signal by investors is more costly
for banks than for firms with more stable funding sources. Finally, the implicit implicit bailout guarantee
enjoyed by large banks may reduce their incentives to cut dividends to ensure the bank’s solvency. In fact,
a remarkable feature of the 2007-2010 financial crisis is that banks continued paying dividends well into
the crisis and even after they received capital injections by the government (see, e.g., Acharya et al., 2011;
Rosengren, 2010; Hirtle, 2014; Abreu and Gulamhussen, 2013)
At the same time, large dividends erode bank capital, so bank supervisors often seek to limit dividend
payouts in banks with solvency risks. Thus, formal enforcement actions often contain the provision that firms
cut or eliminate dividends (in fact, we use the word “dividend” as one of our keywords to identify risk-related
enforcement actions), and the Prompt Corrective Action (PCA) requires banks to suspend dividend payments
if the bank is deemed by the regulator to be “undercapitalized.” Moreover Coffinet et al. (2013) report that
their private discussions with US supervisors “confirmed that for most (if not all) banking organizations the
decision to cut dividends is made by the regulator and not by the bank’s board.13 ” Therefore, we propose
to use significant reductions in dividends as a signal of supervisory intervention. That is, instead of having
the issuance of a formal enforcement action as our intervention event, we consider a significant dividend
reduction as the intervention event and estimate the following model:

Divit = α + βsizeit−1 + γxit−1 + it ,

(4)

where Divit is a dummy variable equal to one if BHC i reduces dividends drastically in period t and xit−1
is a vector of controls. Since firms can reduce dividends only if they are paying dividends, we restrict the
sample to dividend-paying firms.
We obtain dividend information from the FR Y-9C forms filed by the BHCs in our sample. In these forms,
BHCs report, quarterly, the dividends announced from the beginning of the calendar year to the reporting
13 We

thank Larry Wall for directing us to this evidence by Coffinet et al. (2013).
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date. Therefore, we obtain dividends that correspond to quarter t by subtracting the prior quarter’s calendar
year-to-date dividend to the reported calendar year-to-date dividend for quarter t. Now, not all banks pay
dividends regularly and some of the banks that pay dividends regularly do so at a semiannual, rather than
quarterly, frequency. Therefore, we restrict the sample to banks that pay dividends in all quarters of year 2006
and, each quarter, we include in the sample only those banks paying dividends in the previous quarter. Since
our analysis focuses on large dividend reductions, we check the data to detect unusual dividend reductions
(such as those that are caused by the presence of a negative dividend). We check one by one all negative
dividends and replace them with the correct dividend, which we get from 8-Ks filed with the SEC. We
also check for stock splits and flag dividend reductions that follow a large increase in dividends, which may
indicate a special one-time dividend, so that the following reduction need not indicate a reduction in the
recurring dividend level. Finally, we also flag dividend reductions in the last period of existence of a firm,
which may respond to adjustments done during acquisitions.
Figure 4 displays the evolution of dividends (scaled by total assets) for the firms that we identify as
quarterly dividend payers in year 2006. The figure shows that, even though many banks stopped paying
dividends during the crisis, the fraction of banks paying positive dividends never fell below 70%. Average
dividends fell continuously until the last half of year 2009, both because the number of banks paying dividend
fell and because the dividends paid by dividend payers also fell. However, average dividends stop their fall in
the last quarter of 2009. Figure 4, thus, shows that even in the midst of an extremely severe and widespread
banking crisis, only a minority of banks stopped paying dividends.
In Table 10, we display the results of estimating equation 4 for the subsample of dividend-paying firms
and for different definitions of the dummy variable Divit , which captures a drastic reduction in dividends.
In all cases, we use as control variables, variables that the literature on corporate payouts has identified
as determinants of dividends: ROA (as a measure of earnings) and Tobin’s Q (as a measure of growth
opportunities), and stock repurchases scaled by total assets, to control for the possibility that firms may be
able to adjust payouts by adjusting stock repurchases. We also use as controls bank-specific variables: the
ratio of non-performing loans to total assets (as a measure of likely future reductions in profitability–see
Hirtle, 2014) and the capital ratio (since firms with low capital ratios may need to reduce dividends to
comply with capital requirements). In unreported regressions, we include additional controls and alternative
capital ratios, and results are qualitatively unchanged. The results show that, controlling for variables that
may influence dividend payouts, the largest banks are statistically and economically less likely to suspend or
cut dividends by more than 90%, in line with the results we report for formal enforcement actions. However,
the largest banks are not significantly less likely to reduce dividends by more than 50% or 75%. A possible
interpretation of the results is that dividend omissions are forced by supervisors whereas other large, but less
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drastic reductions, are voluntarily adopted by banks. According to this interpretation, the results reinforce
the ones we obtain for formal enforcement actions, namely that supervisors were less likely to significantly
intervene the largest banks. Another interpretation is that all significant dividend cuts are the result of
supervisory intervention but that this intervention is less drastic in the case of the largest banks. If the goal
of replacing a public form of intervention by a non-public one were to prevent investors from knowing that
an intervention has taken place, one would, in fact, expect that supervisors do not force large banks to do
things than only intervened banks would do, since, otherwise, investors could infer intervention from banks’
actions even if they cannot observe it.

5.2

Government Support Programs

During the sample period, the US Treasury, the Federal Reserve, and the FDIC launched a wide variety of
interventions of unprecedented magnitude, including increasing the deposit insurance coverage, offering loan
guarantees through the Debt Guarantee Program, injecting massive amounts of liquidity through Discount
Window funds, the Term Auction Facility (TAF) (Berger et al., 2014), and the FHLB (Ashcraft et al.),
or setting up asset support programs, such as the Term Asset-Backed Securities Loan Facility (TALF),
the Public-Private Investment Program (PPIP) (both under TARP), or the facilities created to support
money market mutual funds (such as the Money Market Investor Funding Facility (MMIFF) or the AssetBacked Commercial Paper Money Market Mutual Fund Liquidity (AMLF)). All these support programs
did not target only large banks, but the very large banks may have, at least in some cases, benefitted
disproportionately from them. Some other actions were aimed at specific large banks, such as Maiden Lane
I (to facilitate the acquisition of Bear Stearns by JP Morgan Chase), the ring fencing agreement with Bank
of America to support the acquisition of Merrill Lynch, or the Asset Guarantee Program targeting Citigroup
and Bank of America. In addition to all these forms of support of the financial sector, two bailout programs
are especially relevant because of their potential impact on supervisors’ differential treatment of large banks:
the Capital Purchase Program (CPP), and the Supervisory Capital Assessment Program (SCAP), both
under TARP. We describe these programs and their potential impact on the use of enforcement actions
against large banks.

5.2.1

The Capital Purchase Program

The CPP was a recapitalization program through which the U.S. Treasury purchased non-voting preferred
stock of financial institutions (see, e.g., Bayazitova and Shivdasani, 2012; Veronesi and Zingales, 2010). In
addition to the preferred stock, the U.S. Treasury also obtained warrants to purchase common stock of other
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securities. Upon the launch of the program, on October 14, 2008, nine large financial institutions (Citigroup,
Wells Fargo, JPMorgan, Bank of America, Goldman Sachs, Morgan Stanley, State Street, Bank of New
York Mellon, and Merrill Lynch) received $125 billion (about 1.2% of the $10.3 trillion in assets held by
these institutions at the time, (Congressional Oversight Panel, 2011)). The program was then opened to all
publicly held financial institutions, which had until November 14 to apply to participate in the program,
and, subsequently, to privately held institutions and banks with other legal forms as well. Whereas the
initial group of nine banks that participated in the program were “forced” to participate by then Treasury’s
Secretary, Hank Paulson (Veronesi and Zingales, 2010), all other banks voluntarily decided whether to apply
for the program. Moreover, the program was announced as a support program for healthy, viable banks.
Therefore, applications were evaluated by the U.S. Treasury, which could deny funding if the bank was
considered unhealthy by its primary regulator. Capital injections through CPP were in the range of 1% to
3% of risk-weighted assets (although the maximum was later raised to 5% for small banks, with less than
$500 million in assets). At the time the capital injections through the program ended, the U.S. Treasury
had invested $204.9 billion in 707 financial institutions, of which 350 were publicly held banks (Bayazitova
and Shivdasani, 2012).14
Because the recapitalization provided by the CPP could greatly improve banks’ financial condition and
reduce their risk taking incentives, supervisors may be less likely to intervene banks that participate or that
supervisors expect to participate in the program. Although part of the impact of the CPP should be captured
by our capital measures, these measures do not capture expected participation in the program and may be
slow to capture the impact of participation in the expected probability of distress. Therefore, if large banks
were more likely to participate in the CPP (conditional on controls) or if participation were more beneficial
for them, CPP participation could explain the finding that supervisors were less likely to issue enforcement
actions against large banks.
Moreover, participation in the CPP imposed constraints on banks’ activity, which could have acted as
substitutes for the kinds of constraints imposed by formal enforcement actions. Thus, participation in the
CPP set constraints to executive compensation, precluded firms from increasing dividends (although they
were allowed to pay dividends at the level prior to the capital injection) or from repurchasing stock, and gave
the Treasury the right to appoint directors to the board of those firms that miss six dividend payments and to
request the appointment of observers at the board of firms that have missed five dividend payments (Office
of the Special Inspector General for the Troubled Asset Relief Program (SIGTARP), 2011). Despite the
existence of these constraints, participation in the CPP can hardly be considered a close substitute of a formal
14 On top of the capital injected through the CPP, the Treasury injected $40 billion, in the form of preferred stock, into
Citigroup and Bank of America through the Targeted Investment Program (TIP). As a result of the combined investments of
the CPP and TIP, Citigroup received $45 billion and Bank of America $35 billion.
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enforcement action. First, the scope of the constraints is much narrower than that of enforcement actions
(which, as described in Section 2, give supervisors the ability to, among other things, limit distributions
more severely, require banks to propose and adhere to capital plans, require banks to provide a sufficient
allowance for loan losses, or remove directors, officers or other “affiliated parties”) and the constraints are
generally less severe, with the only exception of the constraints on executive compensation (which could
be as severe as the ones that could be imposed by an enforcement action). Second, whereas enforcement
actions are addressed at firms at risk, participation in the CPP program was, at least in principle, restricted
to healthy banks (although the initial nine recipients were not formally evaluated prior to receiving the
funding). Third, whereas enforcement actions are imposed by supervisors, banks could choose to apply to
and to exit from the CPP. Finally, enforcement actions are not accompanied by any form of capital assistance,
whereas participation in the CPP involves such assistance.
The largest banks were more likely to be part of CPP. However, our data suggests that participation in
CPP was not a close substitute for formal enforcement actions: 17% of the CPP participants in our sample
receive a formal enforcement action after entering the program, and many not too long after entering the
program. Of course, the underlying financial condition of CPP participants may be different, although it
is not clear how the difference may affect the probability of receiving an enforcement action. This is so,
because, in principle, the program was targeted at healthy institutions (which would thus be less likely to
receive an enforcement action), but the healthiest institutions may have chosen not to participate in the
program (see Bayazitova and Shivdasani, 2012; Duchin and Sosyura, 2012)).
To control for the potential impact of CPP participation on the probability of receiving a formal enforcement action, we include in our enforcement action regression a control for participation in the CPP. Table 9
displays the regression results. Participation in the CPP reduces the probability of receiving an enforcement
action and including the CPP control reduces the coefficient for the top size decile dummy (from 0.20 to
0.16). However, the coefficient for the top decile remains highly statistically significant. Therefore, CPP
participation may, at most, explain part of the impact of size on the likelihood of enforcement actions. The
interpretation of the coefficient on CPP and its impact on the estimated coefficient for size is, however,
not clear. On the one hand, both effects could be due to the causal impact of CPP participation on the
probability of receiving an enforcement action. On the other hand, they can both be due to differential
selection into the CPP. Thus, among banks below the top size decile, participation in the CPP may signal
that the bank is healthy enough that an enforcement action would be less likely even in the absence of
program participation. Since participation in the CPP is more prevalent for the largest banks (recall that
the largest institutions were forced to participate), CPP participation may select relatively healthy banks
among those in the bottom nine size deciles, without a corresponding selection among the top ten percent.
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5.2.2

SCAP

The Supervisory Capital Assessment Program (SCAP), also known as the “stress test”, was launched in
February 2009 and had two components. First, the program required the nineteen largest U.S. financial
institutions to undergo a thorough and simultaneous examination to assess their ability to withstand a stress
scenario. Those institutions not passing the stress test would be required to increase their capital buffer.
The second component of the program was the Capital Assistance Plan (CAP), which would supply capital
to those banks that did not pass the stress test and that could not raise the necessary capital by other means.
The SCAP had in common with enforcement actions the fact that, as a result of a thorough examination,
it could require banks to increase their capital levels. As it is also the case with enforcement actions,
participation in the SCAP was not voluntary. Further, whether a bank passed the test and the capital that
it was required to raise were public, as in the case of formal enforcement actions. However, the SCAP also
differed in significant ways from formal enforcement actions. First, the results of the stress tests were made
public (in contrast to the results of the usual on-site examinations) both for the banks that passed the test
and those that failed it. Second, through the CAP, the state ensured that the failing banks would have access
to the necessary capital. Finally, as in the case of the CPP, the constraints imposed by the SCAP were much
narrower in scope than those potentially imposed by enforcement actions, since failing banks were required
to increase capital levels (something that enforcement actions often do), but were not subject to any other
formal constraints in their operation.
The largest firms in our sample were part of SCAP. Thus, the perfect correlation between bank holding
company size and participation in the SCAP does not allow us to control for participation in the program
and at the same time capture the effect of being in the top five percent of the size distribution. As a way to
assess whether the effect of size on the probability of intervention may have been due solely to the influence
of the SCAP on supervisors’ decisions, we eliminate the SCAP firms from the sample, recalculate size deciles
in year 2006 and re-estimate the enforcement action regressions. As we report in Table 9, firms in the top
size decile of this new sample are still less likely to receive an enforcement action than the rest, although the
estimated coefficient is smaller than in the case in which the sample includes the SCAP firms. These results
suggest that the different probability of issuing an enforcement action against the largest banks is not due
solely to the existence of SCAP as an alternative form of intervention and capital support.
It is worth noting that the public nature of both the stress test results and the additional capital requirements to those banks that failed the test suggest that, at least at the time of the stress tests, supervisors
did not fear the potentially destabilizing contagion effect of disclosing that information. And, indeed, the
market seemed to forecast quite precisely the identity of those banks that would fail the test and the market
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reacted little to the publication of the stress test results, although there is some evidence that the stress
results may have communicated some information to investors (Morgan et al., 2014). It may well have been
that, given the already very negative expectations about the financial health of the largest banks in year
2009, the potential contagion effect was small. It could also have been the case that the beneficial effect on
market expectations of the information that some banks did pass the test more than compensated for the
potential negative shock generated by the news that some banks did not pass the test.

6

Conclusion

In this paper, we show that federal bank supervisors appear to practice greater regulatory forbearance with
the very large financial institutions in relation to the issuance of formal enforcement actions. These very
large banks appear to be “too big to discipline” by means of formal enforcement actions. Our results suggest
that the lack of enforcement actions against very large financial institutions during the financial crisis is not
due to their being less risky. In contrast to the results we obtain for enforcement actions, very large banks
do not have a lower propensity to fail than smaller, yet still large, banks.
There are several possible interpretations of our results. First, it is possible that supervisors’ regulatory
forbearance towards the very large banks is optimal, both ex post (that is, in the event of a situation of
financial instability) and ex ante (that is, even taking into account its potential negative effect on large
banks’ incentives to take on risk). Second, the policy of abstaining from issuing formal enforcement actions
against large banks could be optimal ex post, yet not be optimal ex ante, because the perverse incentives to
take on risk that it generates outweigh the ex post benefits in times of financial distress. Finally, this policy
could be suboptimal even ex post and motivated either by regulators’ excessive caution in relation to large
institutions or by regulatory capture. Further research is needed to tease out these potential explanations
for our results.
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A

Tables

Table 1: List of the forty largest firms in the sample. Entity number is the unique identifier assigned
to each regulated institution by the federal regulators. Total Assets is the sum of total assets for the top
holder in billion USD as of December 2006.
Name
CITIGROUP INC.
BANK OF AMERICA CORPORATION
JPMORGAN CHASE & CO.
WACHOVIA CORPORATION
METLIFE, INC.
WELLS FARGO & COMPANY
U.S. BANCORP
SUNTRUST BANKS, INC.
CAPITAL ONE FINANCIAL CORPORATION
REGIONS FINANCIAL CORPORATION
NATIONAL CITY CORPORATION
BB&T CORPORATION
STATE STREET CORPORATION
BANK OF NEW YORK COMPANY, INC., THE
PNC FINANCIAL SERVICES GROUP, INC., THE
FIFTH THIRD BANCORP
KEYCORP
NORTHERN TRUST CORPORATION
COMERICA INCORPORATED
M&T BANK CORPORATION
CHARLES SCHWAB CORPORATION, THE
POPULAR, INC.
ZIONS BANCORPORATION
COMMERCE BANCORP, INC.
MELLON FINANCIAL CORPORATION
FIRST HORIZON NATIONAL CORPORATION
HUNTINGTON BANCSHARES INCORPORATED
COMPASS BANCSHARES, INC.
SYNOVUS FINANCIAL CORP.
NEW YORK COMMUNITY BANCORP, INC.
COLONIAL BANCGROUP, INC., THE
ASSOCIATED BANC-CORP
BOK FINANCIAL CORPORATION
SKY FINANCIAL GROUP, INC.
MERCANTILE BANKSHARES CORPORATION
FIRST BANCORP
WEBSTER FINANCIAL CORPORATION
W HOLDING COMPANY, INC.
FIRST CITIZENS BANCSHARES, INC.
COMMERCE BANCSHARES, INC.
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Entity number

Total Assets

1951350
1073757
1039502
1073551
2945824
1120754
1119794
1131787
2277860
3242838
1069125
1074156
1111435
1033470
1069778
1070345
1068025
1199611
1199844
1037003
1026632
1129382
1027004
1117679
1068762
1094640
1068191
1078529
1078846
2132932
1080465
1199563
1883693
1071203
1072442
2744894
1145476
2801546
1075612
1049341

1884.32
1463.69
1351.52
707.12
527.72
482.00
219.23
182.16
149.74
143.37
140.20
121.35
107.39
103.46
101.85
100.67
92.06
60.71
58.72
57.06
48.99
47.40
46.97
45.31
41.58
37.92
35.33
34.25
31.89
28.51
22.79
20.86
18.10
17.73
17.72
17.39
17.10
17.07
15.73
15.24

Table 2: Sample composition of top holders and subsidiaries as of 2006Q4.
Panel A: Sample composition by December 2006
Top holders
389
Intermediate BHC subsidiaries
59
Commercial Bank subsidiaries
864
Panel B: Distribution of BHC subsidiaries in the sample
# BHC subsidiares per top holder
0
1
2 or more
Largest: 7

# of top holders
353
25
11
1

% of top holders
91%
6%
3%

Panel C: Distribution of Commercial Bank subsidiaries in the sample
# CB subsidiaries per top holder
# top holders
% top holders
1
270
69%
2
50
13%
3
19
5%
4
12
3%
5 or more
38
10%
Largest 50
1

Table 3: Individual bank size relative to BHC. Column (1) displays results for all the commercial
bank subsidiaries in our sample. Column (2) corresponds to the subsample of top holders with only one
commercial bank subsidiary. Column (3) summarizes results for the subset of the largest top holders in our
sample. Panel A displays the distribution of the relative weight of each commercial bank subsidiary in the
total assets of it’s top holder (swit = total asset of the commercial bank / total assets of the top holder).
Panel B summarizes the weights of all the commercial banks under each top holder (bwit = sum of the total
assets of all the commercial bank subsidiaries divided by top holder’s total assets).
Panel A: Commercial banks subsidiaries size relative to top holder

Mean
Median
Fraction of banks with swit ≥ 0.9
Fraction of banks with swit ≥ 0.5
Fraction of banks with swit ≤ 0.1
Commercial Bank subsidiaries

(1)
All bank subsidiaries

(2)
Single Bank subsidiaries

(3)
Subsidiaries of top holders in top10 decile

0.442
0.187
0.346
0.411
0.403
864

0.979
0.998
0.978
0.985
0.007
270

0.169
0.014
0.085
0.152
0.730
211

Panel B: Total bank subsidiaries size relative to top holder
Mean
Median
Fraction of banks with bwit ≥ 0.9
Fraction of banks with bwit ≥ 0.5
Fraction of banks with bwit ≤ 0.1
Top holders

All bank subsidiaries
0.982
0.998
0.951
0.987
0.005
389

Single Bank subsidiaries
0.979
0.997
0.963
0.970
0.007
270
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Subsidiaries of top holders in top10 decile
0.941
0.991
0.789
0.947
0.026
38

Table 4: Enforcement actions in sample. Classification of EAs against top holders or subsidiaries in
the sample by issuer, type, target and whether they are risk related.
Top Holder Level
Regulator
FED

FDIC

OCC

EA Type
WA
CD
PCA
CMP
WA
CD
PCA
CMP
WA
CD
PCA
CMP

Risk related
64
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Not risk related
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Bank Level

Total Top Holder Level
65
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Risk Related
18
1
5
3
34
46
12
0
16
13
2
0

Not Risk Related
4
0
0
8
17
39
0
47
11
6
0
17

Total Bank Level
22
1
5
11
51
85
12
47
27
19
2
17

Table 5: Identification of risk-related enforcement actions

# Keywords
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
Total

Panel A: Incidence of different keywords
risk related EA
23
13
13
24
48
52
42
215

%
11%
6%
6%
11%
22%
24%
20%

Panel B: Frequency or individual keywords among risk-related EAs
Keyword # EAs containing keyword Only keyword (excluding PCA)
Dividend
200
4
Tier 1
179
1
Asset quality
169
3
Capital adequacy
155
3
Capital Plan
126
Alll
114
1
Severance
87
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Total
87
4
5
11
51
85
12
47
27
19
2
17

Table 6: Enforcement actions and bank size: Regression results. Columns 1 to 4 contain results for
the cross-section of firms as of Dec. 2006. The dependent variable is EA, a dummy equal to 1 if the firm has
received at least one risk or solvency related enforcement action in the crisis period (2007–2010). Columns
5 to 8 display pooled OLS results for the quarterly panel of firms for the years 2007–2010. The dependent
variable is EA t, a dummy equal to 1 in quarter t if the firm or its subsidiaries receives at least one risk or
solvency related EA during the quarter. *, ** and *** represent statistical significance at the 10, 5 and 1%
significance levels, respectively.
(1)

Top 10 decile (Q4)

(3)

(4)

EA

EA

EA

-0.231***
(0.052)

-0.221***
(0.053)

Size decile 2

1.033
(0.899)
12.916***
(4.854)
0.213
(6.441)
-0.444***
(0.171)

-0.033
(0.100)
-0.075
(0.098)
0.000
(0.103)
0.055
(0.104)
-0.031
(0.104)
-0.008
(0.101)
-0.110
(0.098)
-0.114
(0.099)
-0.260***
(0.091)
1.154
(0.891)
11.783**
(4.825)
1.417
(6.728)
-0.467***
(0.169)

-0.825
(1.167)
-4.335*
(2.239)

-0.823
(1.155)
-4.690**
(2.280)

390
0.073

390
0.086

Size decile 3
Size decile 4
Size decile 5
Size decile 6
Size decile 7
Size decile 8
Size decile 9
Size decile 10
Capital ratio
NPL to TA
ROA
Core deposits

0.450
(0.817)
13.266***
(4.932)
-5.532
(5.468)
-0.443***
(0.167)

Previous EA
Cash
Managerial efficiency

(5)

(6)

390
0.063
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(8)
EA t

EA t

EA t

EA t

-0.022***
(0.005)

-0.021***
(0.005)

-0.020***
(0.005)

-0.120
(0.150)
1.689***
(0.299)
-0.986**
(0.455)
-0.020
(0.015)
0.064**
(0.028)

-0.206*
(0.121)
1.619***
(0.293)
-0.917**
(0.441)
-0.017
(0.014)
0.054**
(0.026)
0.346***
(0.114)
0.334**
(0.145)

-0.272**
(0.118)
1.643***
(0.210)
-0.544
(0.402)
-0.014
(0.015)
0.049*
(0.025)
0.392***
(0.130)
0.581***
(0.177)
-0.011*
(0.006)

-0.008
(0.009)
0.004
(0.009)
0.000
(0.010)
0.008
(0.011)
0.007
(0.010)
-0.003
(0.009)
0.006
(0.012)
-0.000
(0.008)
-0.019**
(0.009)
-0.269**
(0.121)
1.660***
(0.210)
-0.532
(0.404)
-0.014
(0.016)
0.048*
(0.025)
0.393***
(0.128)
0.589***
(0.173)
-0.011*
(0.007)

5,633
0.159
Y

5,633
0.165
Y

5,229
0.149
Y

5,229
0.150
Y

Returns
N
R2
Quarter dummies

(7)

Table 7: Distribution of failure and enforcement actions. Distribution of Failure and enforcement
action events sorted by size decile. Size is measured as top holder total assets as of Dec. 2006. Decile 10 is
the size decile group with the largest firms.

Failure

EA

Size decile

Freq.

Freq.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

6
1
4
2
2
1
4
1
3
4

11
10
7
11
14
10
10
7
7
3

Total

28

90

28

Table 8: Failure and enforcement actions: Regression results of quarterly pooled OLS specifications. In columns (1), (2), (4), and (5), the dependent variable is Fit , a dummy variable equal to 1
if the firm is classified as failed in quarter t. In the remaining columns, the dependent variable is EAt ,
as defined in previous tables. In column (3), F̂it is the predicted probability of failure obtained from the
estimation reported in column (2). In column (6), F̂it is the predicted probability of failure obtained from
the estimations reported in columns (4) and (5). *, ** and *** represent statistical significance at 10, 5 and
1%, respectively. The sample period is the period from year 2007 to year 2010.
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

Fit

Fit

EAt

Fit

Fit

EAt

0.000
(0.003)

-0.015ˆ
***
(0.003)

Top decile (Q4)

-0.015ˆ
***
(0.003)

Size decile 2

-0.008ˆ
**
(0.003)

Size decile 3

0.001
(0.004)

Size decile 4

-0.005
(0.004)

Size decile 5

-0.008ˆ
**
(0.004)

Size decile 6

-0.005ˆ
*
(0.003)

Size decile 7

-0.004
(0.004)

Size decile 8

-0.004
(0.003)

Size decile 9

0.001
(0.004)

Size decile 10

-0.002
(0.004)

Capital ratio

-0.078ˆ
*
(0.042)

-0.062
(0.043)

-0.068
(0.046)

-0.035
(0.087)

0.451ˆ
***
(0.136)

0.421ˆ
***
(0.133)

0.437ˆ
***
(0.140)

0.139
(0.205)

ROA

-0.389
(0.256)

-0.424
(0.258)

-0.337
(0.256)

-1.687
(1.437)

Core deposits

-0.009
(0.009)

-0.016ˆ
*
(0.009)

-0.018ˆ
*
(0.010)

0.003
(0.011)

Cash

-0.053
(0.037)

-0.059
(0.036)

-0.059
(0.038)

-0.015
(0.064)

Managerial efficiency

0.191ˆ
**
(0.095)

0.135ˆ
**
(0.067)

0.114ˆ
*
(0.059)

0.634
(0.493)

Previous EA

0.008
(0.010)

0.015
(0.011)

0.013
(0.011)

ˆ
0.139*
(0.079)

NPL to TA

0.178ˆ
***
(0.028)

Fˆit

0.093
(0.095)

Fˆit

Obs.
R2
Quarter dummies

ˆ
0.178***
(0.028)

0.101
(0.096)
5,485
0.064
Y

5,633
0.062
Y

5,633
0.080
Y
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5,115
0.064
Y

518
0.154
Y

5,633
0.080
Y

Table 9: Enforcement actions and participation in rescue programs. The dependent variable is
EA t, a dummy equal to 1 if the firm has received a risk or solvency related enforcement action in quarter t.
Column 1 displays the results of the baseline multivariate specification, controlling for participation in the
CPP. CPP is a dummy variable equal to 1 if the firm is part of the CPP in quarter t. Column 2 displays the
baseline results excluding from the sample firms participating in SCAP. Column 3 displays results for the
subsample of firms that were not evaluated in SCAP, controlling for CPP participation. Clustered standard
errors in parentheses. *, ** and *** represent statistical significance at the 10, 5 and 1% significance levels,
respectively.

Top 10 decile (Q4)
Capital ratio
NPL to TA
ROA
Core deposits
Cash
Managerial efficiency
Previous EA
CPP
Obs.
R2
Quarter dummies

(1)

(2)

(3)

EA t

EA t

EA t

-0.016***
(0.005)
-0.179
(0.111)
1.606***
(0.299)
-1.008**
(0.445)
-0.016
(0.014)
0.337***
(0.113)
0.284*
(0.146)
0.049*
(0.026)
-0.027***
(0.006)

-0.023***
(0.007)
-0.210*
(0.123)
1.614***
(0.301)
-0.920**
(0.449)
-0.019
(0.017)
0.367***
(0.124)
0.342**
(0.149)
0.053**
(0.026)

-0.021***
(0.007)
-0.183
(0.113)
1.602***
(0.306)
-1.014**
(0.453)
-0.019
(0.017)
0.353***
(0.124)
0.291*
(0.150)
0.048*
(0.026)
-0.027***
(0.006)

5,633
0.168
Y

5,391
0.165
Y

5,391
0.168
Y
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Table 10: Dividend cuts and bank size: Pooled OLS regression results. The dependent variable in
columns (1) and (2) is Divit , which is a dummy variable equal to one if a firm paying dividends in quarter
t − 1 suspends dividend payments in quarter t. In the remaining columns, the dependent variable is Div.
cut X%, which is a dummy variable equal to one if a firm paying dividends in quarter t − 1 reduces dividend
payments in quarter t by at least X%. The sample is restricted to firms that pay dividends in each quarter
of year 2006. In each quarter, the sample consists only of firms paying dividends in the previous quarter.
The sample period is the period from year 2007 to year 2010. All specifications include quarter dummies. *,
** and *** represent statistical significance at the 10, 5 and 1% significance levels, respectively.
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

Divit

Divit

Div. cut 90%

Div. cut 75%

Div. cut 50%

-0.034***
(0.008)

-0.031***
(0.011)

-0.008
(0.011)

-0.008
(0.011)

Top decile (Q4)

Size decile 2

-0.020
(0.015)

Size decile 3

-0.012
(0.013)

Size decile 4

-0.002
(0.014)

Size decile 5

-0.009
(0.015)

Size decile 6

0.008
(0.014)

Size decile 7

-0.028**
(0.013)

Size decile 8

-0.024*
(0.013)

Size decile 9

-0.021
(0.013)

Size decile 10

-0.048***
(0.013)

Stock repurchases

0.000***
(0.000)

0.000***
(0.000)

0.000***
(0.000)

0.000***
(0.000)

0.000**
(0.000)

ROA

-2.786***
(0.864)

-2.775***
(0.865)

-3.761***
(1.144)

-4.420***
(1.268)

-4.559***
(1.368)

Tobin’s Q

0.111***
(0.030)

0.103***
(0.030)

0.140***
(0.036)

0.106***
(0.038)

0.103***
(0.037)

NPL to TA

3.154***
(0.407)

3.112***
(0.415)

3.823***
(0.511)

4.329***
(0.584)

5.116***
(0.590)

-0.072
(0.096)

-0.077
(0.100)

-0.011
(0.117)

0.188
(0.120)

0.188*
(0.112)

4,005
0.114

4,005
0.110

4,002
0.137

4,002
0.162

4,002
0.185

Capital ratio

Obs.
R2
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Figure 1: Size distribution in the sample of top holders. Box-plot figure for the size distribution
of the sample of top holders across size deciles of total assets. Decile 1 represents the smallest 10% of the
sample. Deciles 10-a and 10-b represent the top decile split in two quantiles of 5% each, being 10-b the
largest 5% of the sample. Total Assets as measured by December 2006.
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Distribution of top holders with at least one EA by size deciles
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Size as Dec. 2006

Figure 2: Distribution of top holders that receive risk-related EAs by size decile. Size is measured
as total assets as of December 2006. Decile 1 contains the smallest top holders in the sample. Decile 10 is
split into two quantiles: 10-a contains the bottom half of the decile, and 10-b the upper half. The height
of each bar represents the number of top holders in the corresponding size decile that have received at least
one risk-related formal EA during the crisis period.
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Figure 3: Distribution of top holders that receive risk-related EAs by size quantile. Size is
measured as total assets as of December 2006. Each quantile contains 5% of the top holders in the sample.
Quantile 1 contains the smallest 5% of top holders in the sample and quantile 20 the largest 5% of the
sample. The height of each bar represents the number of top holders in the corresponding size quantile that
have received at least one risk-related formal EA during the crisis period.
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Figure 4: The figure displays the average dividends over total assets (Div./assets (avg.)), the average
dividends over total assets for firms paying dividends (Positive Div./assets (avg.)), the number of surviving
firms of the initial subsample of quarterly dividend payers in 2006 (Positive dividends), and the number
of the initial quarterly dividend payers paying positive dividends in the corresponding quarter (Quarters
positive). The ratio of dividends over total assets is reported in percentage points on the left axis. The
number of banks is reported on the right axis.
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